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We calculate the dark matter halo correlation function in redshift space using the Gaussian streaming model
(GSM). To determine the scale dependent functions entering the streaming model we use local Lagrangian bias
together with Convolution Lagrangian perturbation theory (CLPT) which constitutes an approximation to the
Post-Zel’dovich approximation. On the basis of N-body simulations we demonstrate that a smoothing of the
initial conditions with the Lagrangian radius improves the Zel’dovich approximation and its ability to predict the
displacement field of proto-halos. Based on this observation we implement a “truncated” CLPT by smoothing
the initial power spectrum and investigate the dependence of the streaming model ingredients on the smoothing
scale. We find that the real space correlation functions of halos and their mean pairwise velocity are optimised
if the coarse graining scale is chosen to be 1 Mpc/h at z = 0, while the pairwise velocity dispersion is optimised
if the smoothing scale is chosen to be the Lagrangian size of the halo. We compare theoretical results for
the halo correlation function in redshift space to measurements within the Horizon Run 2 N-body simulation
halo catalog. We find that this simple two-filter smoothing procedure in the spirit of the truncated Zel’dovich
approximation significantly improves the GSM+CLPT prediction of the redshift space halo correlation function
over the whole mass range from large galaxy to galaxy cluster-sized halos.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Current and upcoming surveys of the large scale structure
of the universe [1, 2] probe the dark matter (DM) distribution
and dynamics in various ways, directly through gravitational
lensing and indirectly through observation of luminous trac-
ers like galaxies and clusters of galaxies. The aim is to em-
ploy the dark matter distribution and its dynamics to constrain
parameters of and to search for physics beyond the cosmolog-
ical standard model, ΛCDM, in which the main components
of today’s universe are a cosmological constant Λ and cold
dark matter (CDM). In practice, simple analytical models are
used to constrain model parameters, because computational
and time expensive N-body simulations [3, 4] although more
accurate, cannot be run for each choice of parameters, see
however [5] for an approach for interpolating between N-body
simulations. Another approach is the fast creation of mock
catalogues from N-body initial conditions and approximate
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2laws for the gravitational dynamics and identification of halos
[6–11]. Those mock simulations are more “brute-force” and
expensive than analytical models in the sense that they work at
the level of realisations rather than statistical quantities, which
makes the measurement of the latter a noisy extra step. But
mock simulations can be tested and compared to N-body sim-
ulations much easier and more directly, and they require less
approximations than analytical models. Given the advance in
computational power they might soon surpass analytical mod-
els in retrieving cosmological information from our data. In
this paper we will deal with Lagrangian perturbative analytical
models whose physical ingredients are closely related to those
used in realisation-based methods [6–11]. Therefore advanc-
ing analytical models will not only give us deeper insight into
the large scale structure (LSS) formation but will continue to
be an indispensable part of testing and constraining ΛCDM.
Simple models of LSS formation are successful because ha-
los – gravitationally bound objects hosting galaxies and clus-
ters – arise from halo progenitors, or proto-halos, whose ini-
tial distribution is tightly connected to the initial density per-
turbation [6, 12] and which approximately behave as single-
streaming collisionless “particles” following the large scale
CDM flow [6]. While DM within a halo is multi-streaming
and fully nonlinear and therefore can be described neither as a
pressureless perfect fluid nor using cosmological perturbation
theory, the proto-halos themselves can be collectively treated
as a pressureless dust fluid whose behaviour is accessible
through perturbation theory, with initial conditions linked to
the initial statistical properties of the dark matter field [13, 14],
which is initially is linear and gaussian [15].
The combination of this with the empirical result that ha-
los have universal density profiles [16] is known as the halo
model, see [17] for a review. The halo model allows to calcu-
late correlation and cross-correlation functions between vari-
ous probes of the dark matter field and its tracers like galaxies
and clusters which usually reside in halos. In this paper we
focus on the clustering of halos, in particular the two-point
statistics, such that the results can be applied to lensing or
galaxy surveys after populating those halo “particles” with
density profiles and galaxies.
A good starting point for the perturbative treatment of
proto-halos is the Zel’dovich Approximation (ZA) [18],
in which particles are displaced along straight trajectories
parametrized by the linear growth function, because it is
known to accurately describe gravitational dynamics over a
surprisingly wide range of scales [19, 20]. Extending the
ZA beyond linear order within Lagrangian Perturbation The-
ory (LPT) leads to the Post-Zel’dovich Approximation (PZA)
which accordingly improves over the ZA. Building upon the
success of the (P)ZA, the truncated (Post-)Zel’dovich Approx-
imation T(P)ZA has been proposed in [19, 21–24] as phe-
nomenological method to further improve the agreement be-
tween Zel’dovich and proper N-body simulations by artifi-
cially smoothing the initial power spectrum at the nonlinear
scale of the time of interest. It might appear counterintu-
itive that smoothing the initial power spectrum and thereby
decreasing the initial power on small scales, actually can in-
crease the final power on those scales. This is due to the fact
that the smoothing reduces the velocity in high density regions
and hence also the amount of shell-crossing events that sub-
sequently would erase overdensities due the ballistic nature of
LPT.
A phenomenological prescription of how to choose the
filter size in a dark matter TZA simulation has been provided
by [19]: the chosen filtering size is given by to the nonlinear
scale of the initial power spectrum linearly extrapolated
to the final time, which is around 1 Mpc/h for standard
cosmological parameters at redshift z = 0. On the other
hand, for simulations of proto-halo displacements it appears
that the Lagrangian size of the halo is the optimal filter size,
which has been suggested for the “peak-patch” simulations to
create mock halo catalogs [6] and which we confirm in Sec. II.
Since galaxy surveys observe in redshift space rather than
real space we have to map the real space correlation function
to redshift space taking peculiar velocities into account, which
affect the observed clustering through a correlated Doppler
shift along the line of sight [25]. Many more accurate models
for connecting the dark matter field to halos in redshift space
have been developed and their performance tested against N-
body simulations [26–34]. Here we focus on the Gaussian
Streaming Model (GSM), [35–37], according to which one
can approximate the redshift space halo correlation function
by a convolution of the real space correlation and an approx-
imately Gaussian velocity distribution whose mean and vari-
ance are given by the scale-dependent mean and dispersion of
the pairwise velocity. Different versions of streaming models
and their ingredients have been successfully applied in cos-
mological parameter estimation [38–40] justifying their fur-
ther improvement given the increasing precision of measured
redshift space correlation functions in the near future [1, 2].
The ingredients of the GSM, in particular the pairwise ve-
locity statistics of halos, also have other applications like the
kinematic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect [41]. It has been demon-
strated that the GSM is accurate to 1% within statistical errors
down to scales s ≈ 30 Mpc/h when the scale-dependent func-
tions entering the model are determined from an N-body sim-
ulation [42], see also [43]. A different version of the GSM,
where the mean and variance are themselves Gaussian random
variables has been proposed recently [44] and shown to be ac-
curate down to even smaller scales [45], albeit also contain-
ing some free parameters. The GSM employed here, Eq. (15),
does not have any free parameters.
To compute halo correlation functions in redshift space we
follow closely [37, 46, 47], albeit our model is slightly differ-
ent [42]. Also similar to [37, 46, 47], we apply the framework
of Convolution Lagrangian Perturbation Theory (CLPT), an
approximation to the PZA developed in [33], in order to cal-
culate perturbatively the ingredients of the GSM. More pre-
cisely, we use a particular coarse grained version called trun-
cated CLPT (TCLPT), that has been studied before in [42].
By using TCLPT we implement the smoothing procedure that
is known to work on realisations and apply it to our analyti-
cal model to predict the halo correlation function and velocity
statistics. CLPT recovers the ZA at lowest order while pro-
viding an approximation to PZA at higher order in perturba-
3tion theory. Since TPZA improves PZA it is therefore plau-
sible that also the TCLPT will improve CLPT. In this paper
we will thus investigate how a smoothing of the input power
spectrum involved in TCLPT improves the CLPT predictions
by comparing to measurements done within the publicly avail-
able Horizon Run 2 halo catalog.
It turns out that a single filtering scale does not work for
all relevant statistical quantities calculated using our analyti-
cal model based on local Lagrangian bias, such that we pro-
pose a smoothing procedure involving two filter scales: The
best result for the real space correlation function and the mean
pairwise velocity is achieved if a smoothing scale of around
1 Mpc/h is used similar to the smoothing scale of TZA sim-
ulations applied to DM [19], which also optimises the agree-
ment of the large scale vorticity with the N-body measure-
ments [48]. The pairwise velocity dispersion on the other hand
is optimised with a smoothing scale given by the Lagrangian
radius of the halo as suggested by peak-patch TZA simula-
tions [6] and our own realisation based studies. Our main re-
sult is that this easy to implement “hybrid TCLPT,” involving
two smoothing scales, the nonlinear scale and the Lagrangian
scale, significantly improves TCLPT and CLPT. This is true
both for the halo statistics in real space as well as in redshift
space.
Structure This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II,
we investigate the effect of the smoothing scale on the
Zel’dovich Approximation (ZA) displacement field of proto-
halos by comparing them to the actual displacements. The
proto-halos themselves and the actual displacements have
been identified in the DEUS N-body simulation [49] by trac-
ing back halo particles at the final time to the initial time. We
recover the Lagrangian scale to be optimal [6, 50]. This gives
us guidance for the choice of the appropriate smoothing scale
for the theoretical evaluation of the halo correlation function
in redshift space. In Sec. III we briefly introduce the Gaussian
Streaming model (GSM) for redshift space distortions based
on the pressureless fluid (dust) model and local Lagrangian
bias. We then present the predictions of Convolution La-
grangian perturbation theory (CLPT) and its truncated version
(TCLPT) for the halo correlation function in real space and
the pairwise velocity statistics of halos for different smoothing
scales. We propose a new “hybrid” approach which introduces
two smoothing scales, one to optimise the real space correla-
tion function and the mean pairwise velocity and one to op-
timise the pairwise velocity dispersion. In Sec. IV, equipped
with the optimised ingredients for the streaming model, we
finally determine the redshift space correlation function and
compare the theoretical predictions to measurements of the
halo correlation functions in the Horizon Run 2 (HR2) N-body
simulation halo catalog. We find considerable improvement of
hybrid TCLPT over the original CLPT results. We conclude in
Sec. V and describe possible further interesting lines of study
in Sec. VI. In App. A we describe how we extracted the corre-
lation function from the publicly available HR2 catalog [3, 51]
and discuss the halo bias model [52].
II. ZEL’DOVICH SIMULATIONS
In this section we focus on the displacement of proto-halos
using the truncated Zel’dovich approximation [18, 19] for dif-
ferent smoothing scales. We will find that the Lagrangian size
of the halo stands out giving optimal results compared to N-
body simulations. This has motivated the consideration of dif-
ferent smoothing procedures in perturbation theory involving
the Lagrangian scale in [42] and motivates our choice of the
smoothing scale in III E.
A. Zel’dovich approximation
The displacement field
Ψ (q, z) = x(q, z) − q (1)
connects the final Eulerian positions x of dark matter tracers
at their current redshift z to their initial Lagrangian positions
q. In the Zel’dovich approximation, the displacement field Ψ
is determined by the gradient of the linearly evolved gravi-
tational potential related to the linearly extrapolated density
field δlin(q, z) := D(z)/D(zi) δlin(q, zi) via
∇q · ΨZ(q, z) = −δlin(q, zi) D(z)/D(zi) , (2)
where D(z) is the linear growth factor and zi the redshift af-
ter recombination when all relevant scales are still linear and
the subscript ‘lin’, stands for 1st order or linear perturba-
tion theory. A particularly nice feature of the Zel’dovich ap-
proximation is that particles are displaced along straight lines
parametrized by D(z) and all statistical properties of ΨZ are
inherited from the linear density field δlin(q, zi), which we as-
sume to be a gaussian random field. In order to describe an
object corresponding to a certain spatial scale we expect that
some smoothing or averaging of the initial conditions should
be applied. Therefore, we replace the linear density field
δlin(q, zi) by its at scale R smoothed version
δR(q, z) := D(z)/D(zi)
ˆ
d3q′W(|q − q′|,R)δlin(q′, zi) , (3a)
where W(|q − q′|,R) is a window or filter function that im-
plements the smoothing at scale R and where for later conve-
nience the linear density has been extrapolated by the linear
growth function D.∗ For notational simplicity we dropped the
subscript ‘lin’ from the smoothed and linearly extrapolated
density field δR. This determines, in analogy to Eq. (2), the at
scale R smoothed displacement field
∇q · ΨZ(q, z,R) ≡ −δR(q, z) . (3b)
∗ The linear extrapolation is physically meaningless once the physical den-
sity contrast has become nonlinear. Nevertheless it is a useful quantity
because it approximately absorbs the time dependence of the barrier δc of
spherical collapse and the time dependence of ZA displacements (2) and
truncated ZA displacements (3b).
4If the matter density field δlin(q, zi) has Gaussian initial con-
ditions, the same is true for the at scale R smoothed dis-
placement field ΨZ(q, z,R). We will measure the displace-
ment field of Eq. (1) from N-body simulations and compare
them to the prediction of the truncated Zel’dovich approx-
imation (3b). Using Eq. (3b) and therefore ΨZ(q, z,R) =
D(z)/D(zi)ΨZ(q, zi,R) as well as v = aΨ˙Z = a ∂tD ∂DΨZ,
the displacement can be rewritten as function of the initial
smoothed peculiar velocity vi(q,R)
ΨZ(q, z,R) =
vi(q,R)
aiH(ai) f (ai)
D(z)
D(zi)
, (4)
where ai is the initial scale factor and f = d ln D/d ln a the
linear growth rate. This law applied to each particle is the
truncated Zel’dovich approximation. For convenience and
since there is no possibility for confusion within this section,
we label the displacement field with a Z, although it refers to
TZA.
In what follows, we will not apply the displacement Eq. (4)
to every particle of the initial conditions of the N-body simula-
tion but only to the special points corresponding to the centers
of proto-halos q˜. This is somewhat different from the trun-
cated Zel’dovich approximation since picking those special
points of the random field will affect the statistics of ΨZ. We
will generate those Zel’dovich simulations, (Z-simulations),
by displacing proto-halo positions using Eq. (4) for different
smoothing scales R. The comparison of the final halo posi-
tions from the N-body simulation to the Z-simulations will
allow us to find the optimal smoothing scale for displacing
proto-halos.
B. Displacement of proto-halos
For this comparison we use the simulation data from the
DEUS consortium, described in [49, 53, 54]. The simulation
boxes are 648 Mpc/h and 2592 Mpc/h on a side with 10243
particles, realized using the RAMSES code [55] for a ΛCDM
model calibrated to WMAP 5yr cosmology, see App. A. Halos
are identified with the Friend of Friend (FoF) algorithm with
a linking length parameter b = 0.2. For each halo identified
at z = 0 we compute the center-of-mass which is considered
as final coordinate x of our halo. Then we label each particle
that belongs to the n-th halo to compute the center-of-mass
q˜ in the initial conditions – the position of the proto-halo.
Starting from this center-of-mass we re-compute the center
of mass q by considering all particles within a sphere of ra-
dius RL around q˜, where RL is the Lagrangian size of the halo.
The difference between the two initial center of mass q and q˜
is negligible as we would expect when dealing with spherical
proto-halos. Hence, we obtain a direct measure of the dis-
placement vector Ψ = x − q for each halo which allows us to
measure the probability distribution function (PDF) of Ψ for
a given halo mass.
Within the Z-simulation we expect smaller displacements
for large mass halos for two reasons. i) There is less power on
large scales and (proto-)halo displacements are not expected
to be sensitive to power on scales smaller than the size of the
object and ii), large halos correspond to rare high variance
peaks such that they are more likely to be already aligned
with the skeleton of the final cosmic web and move less then
a randomly selected point of the smoothed density field. That
means that Ψ evaluated at those points will have a different
“peak” statistic [13, 56]. If we neglect point ii), that halos
form on average at initial peaks in the matter density field,
then it is very simple to predict the PDF of the displacement
for any patch of matter with radius R. We introduce the abso-
lute value of the smoothed displacement field
ΨZ ≡ |ΨZ| =
√
(x1 − q1)2 + (x2 − q2)2 + (x3 − q3)2 , (5)
for which we want the compute the probability distribu-
tion. With this assumption and due to Gaussian initial condi-
tions, the distribution of displacements lenghts is a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution
Π
(
ΨZ, σΨZ (R)
)
=
√
2
pi
 √3
σΨZ
3 Ψ 2Z exp
− 3Ψ 2Z2σ2
ΨZ
 , (6a)
whose variance and mean are given by
σ2ΨZ (R) =
1
2pi2
ˆ
dk W˜2(k,R)Plin(k, z) , (6b)
〈ΨZ〉 = 2
√
2√
3pi
σΨZ , (6c)
where Plin(k, z) is the linear matter power spectrum at red-
shift z and W˜(k,R) is the Fourier transform of the filter func-
tion W(r,R). This is a universal prediction of the truncated
Zel’dovich approximation applied to random positions. In ad-
dition to caveat ii) we expect iii) that this linear approximation
breaks down at z = 0 due to the presence of non-linearities
in the halo field itself and effectively non-deterministic effects
arising on much smaller scales. Taking into account ii) simply
requires replacing σΨZ in Eq. 6a by σΨZ
√
1 − γ2v , where
γv(R) =
σ2
σΨZσ1
, (7)
where σ2 and σ21 are obtained by appending to the integrand
in (6b) a factor k2 and a factor k4, respectively [13].
A natural scale for a smoothing is the Lagrangian size of a
proto-halo
RL(M) ≡ RL ≡
(
3M
4piρ0
)1/3
(8)
which is defined as the radius in which the final mass M of the
halo is enclosed in a homogeneous universe with comoving
matter density ρ0 and therefore corresponds to size of a spher-
ically symmetric proto-halo in the initial conditions. This im-
plements the intuitive picture presented in point i).
Since we neglect that proto-halos are identified with spe-
cial points and that their displacements are affected by non-
linearities, neglecting points ii) and iii), we do not expect
5FIG. 1: Comparison of the displacement field Ψ obtained from the Z-simulations (colored histograms) using a smoothing length of size
R = RL (red), R = 4RL (green) and R = RL/4 (yellow) to the exact result from the DEUS N-body for proto-halos with Lagrangian radii
RL = 2.18 Mpc/h (upper panels) and RL = 8.7 Mpc/h (lower panels). left panels: Distribution of the absolute value of the displacement |Ψ |
measured in the N-body simulation (black squares) and in the Z-simulations for different smoothing lengths (colored histograms) together with
the theoretical prediction of Eqs. (6) at the smoothing lengths R = RL and R = 4RL (colored solid lines). For R = RL we show show also Eqs. (6)
with σΨZ replaced by σΨZ
√
1 − γ2v in red dashed. middle panels: Distribution of the mismatch amplitude ∆|Ψ | (9a) for different smoothing
lengths in the Z-simulations (colored histograms). right panels: Distribution of the misalignment angle θ (9b) for different smoothing lengths
in the Z-simulations (colored histograms)
Eqs. (6) to exactly hold when applied to proto-halos. How-
ever in the limit R  RL(M) it should work because then both
non-linearity and specialness of proto-halos are erased. This
property will serve as a test of our method.
In order to investigate the validity of Eqs. (6) and the robust-
ness of the Z-simulations, we measure the PDF Π(ΨZ) of the
absolute value of the displacement field Eq. (5) for different
halos masses and different smoothing lengths in Eq. (4).
In Fig. 1 we compare the result of the Z-simulations (col-
ored histograms) using a smoothing length of size R = RL
(red), R = 4RL (green) and R = RL/4 (yellow) to the exact re-
sult from the DEUS N-body simulation using two halo mass
bins corresponding to small proto-halos with Lagrangian ra-
dius RL = 2.18 Mpc/h (upper panels) and larger proto-halos
with Lagrangian size RL = 8.7 Mpc/h (lower panels), respec-
tively.
The left panel of Fig. 1 shows the absolute value of the
displacement field determined from the N-body simulation
(black squares), the Z-simulations (colored histograms) and
the theoretical prediction Eq. (6) evaluated at the smoothing
lengths RL and 4RL (red and green solid lines). For larger
proto-halos, the amplitude of the distribution is higher and
consequently the variance of the displacement is smaller com-
pared to the smaller mass halos. This is a consequence of
having filtered out more power for the large halos in σ2ΨZ (R),
Eq. (6). While for the lower halo mass the histograms with
the different smoothing scales are similarly close to the N-
body result, it becomes apparent for the larger halo mass that
R = RL performs significantly better than R = 4RL and im-
proves over R = RL/4. We observe that the theoretical predic-
tion from Eq. (6) is in good agreement with the Z-simulation
for R = 4RL and as mentioned before serves as a consis-
tency check. For R = RL we observe a small mismatch in
agreement with the expectation from ii) that a proto-halo does
not behave like an average particle since the peak-property
is not taken into account in (6b). To illustrate this we also
show the theoretical prediction (red dashed line) from the
Zel’dovich approximation taking into account the peak cor-
6rection σΨZ → σΨZ
√
1 − γ2v which reduces the velocity dis-
persion of peaks compared to a randomly selected point, see
Eqs. (4.24-4.26) of [13] and Eq. (22) in [57].
Furthermore we assess the accuracy of the displacementΨZ
determined from our Z-simulations by determining the rela-
tive difference ∆|Ψ | and the relative angle θ with respect to the
N-body simulation, defined as
∆|Ψ | ≡ |ΨZ||Ψ | − 1 , (9a)
θ ≡ ∠(Ψ ,ΨZ) = Arccos
[ |ΨZ · Ψ |
|ΨZ| · |Ψ |
]
. (9b)
A perfect agreement between the Zel’dovich prediction and
the N-body simulation data would yield a δD distributions
with a zero mean for both the mismatch amplitude ∆|Ψ | and
the misalignment angle θ.
In the middle and right panel of Fig. 1 we illustrate the dif-
ference between the Z-simulation and the N-body result by
depicting the distributions of the mismatch amplitude ∆|Ψ |
(9a) and the misalignment angle θ (9b). It shows again that the
amplitudes determined from the Z-simulations are in overall
good agreement with the exact N-body result for R < 4RL.
Choosing R = 4RL leads to a significant underestimate of the
amplitude for the displacement field while choosing R = RL/4
is less biased but has a significantly larger variance than R =
RL. For the misalignment angle we observe once again that
the Z-simulation with R = RL provides the best and R = 4RL
the worst match with the N-body result. Those trends are
more pronounced for the large mass halos. The distributions
for θ show a systematic bias between the displacement of N-
body and Z-simulation. This is simply because θ as defined
in (9b) is constrained to be non-negative. We observe that for
R = RL the peak of the distribution is closer to zero compared
the other cases. In summary for all the quantities we studied,
the distributions of Ψ , ∆|Ψ | and θ show that best agreement
between Z-simulations and N-body simulations is achieved
for R = RL, see also [50].
Having established the Lagrangian radius of halos as opti-
mal smoothing scale to predict proto-halo displacements us-
ing the Zel’dovich approximation, we will apply this know-
ledge to predict the redshift space halo correlation func-
tion in Section III. Therein, the Gaussian Streaming Model
(GSM) for redshift space distortions is combined with the
Post-Zel’dovich approximation through the Convolution La-
grangian Perturbation Theory (CLPT) and a smoothing of
the initial power spectrum leading to the ‘truncated’ CLPT
(TCLPT). We be implement the proto-halo identification
through a local Lagrangian bias model based on an accu-
rate halo mass function described in detail in App. A 2. We
will benchmark the combined GSM+TCLPT predictions for
the halo correlation functions in real and redshift space (see
Sec. IV) using measurements from the Horizon Run 2 halo
catalog described in App. A.
III. GAUSSIAN STREAMING MODEL AND ITS
INGREDIENTS
In order to infer predictions for the halo correlation func-
tion in redshift space we use the Gaussian streaming model,
originally derived in [35] and studied in [37, 46] for linear
and a more complicated Lagrangian bias models [27, 58]. We
present a concise but self-contained derivation of the Gaussian
streaming model (GSM) starting from a phase-space distribu-
tion function for single-streaming dark matter tracers. For de-
tails and a more general derivation of the streaming model,
including possible multi-streaming, we refer to our accompa-
nying paper [42]. We then shortly summarize how the ingre-
dients of the streaming models can be inferred from CLPT
and its truncated version TCLPT, which has been described
in more detail in [42]. Our local Lagrangian model is imple-
mented as in [27, 46] with the exception of the conditional
mass function used. Instead of the Sheth-Tormen [59] mass
function we choose a more accurate model that we calibrate
to the mass function and describe in App. A 2.
A. Gaussian Streaming Model
In the following we will consider single-streaming tracers
of dark matter, like proto-halos, whose phase-space distribu-
tion is given by fX(r,u, t) = (1 + δX(r, t)) δD(u − avX(r, t)).
We assume that the tracer density in real space is statistically
homogeneous and isotropic such that the two-point correlation
function depends only on the relative distance r = |r2 − r1|
1 + ξX(r, t) =
〈
(1 + δX(r1, t))(1 + δX(r2, t))
〉
. (10)
To map from real to redshift space we use the distant ob-
server approximation, where the line of sight is assumed to be
a fixed direction zˆ, without loss of generality chosen as the di-
rection of the z−axis. Hence, the observed comoving distance
in redshift space s = r+H−1(v·zˆ) zˆ is affected by the peculiar
velocity v · zˆ = vz of the tracer along the line of sight via the
Doppler effect, where H = aH = a˙ is the conformal Hubble
constant. The observed position of the tracer perpendicular to
the line of sight remains unaffected if we neglect gravitational
lensing such that s⊥ = r⊥. In contrast, the redshift space co-
ordinate parallel to the line of sight zˆ depends on the peculiar
velocity vz via s|| = s · zˆ = r|| +H−1vz . Since objects cannot
disappear going from real space to redshift space (assuming
that all objects remain observable) we have the following re-
lation between the densities in real and redshift space
(1 + δX(s, t)) d3s = (1 + δX(r, t)) d3r . (11)
In the distant observer approximation, the density fluctuation
for single-streaming tracers in redshift space (11) is given by
1 + δX(s, t) =
ˆ
d3r (1 + δX(r, t)) δD
(
s − r − vz(r, t)H zˆ
)
.
(12)
7Obviously, this mapping will introduce anisotropies in the
redshift space two-point correlation function
1 + ξX(s, t) =
〈
(1 + δX(s1))(1 + δX(s2))
〉
, (13)
where s = s2−s1. For the calculation we use cylindrical coor-
dinates s = s⊥[cos(φ)xˆ+ sin(φ)yˆ] + s||zˆ because ξX(s, t) does
not depend on the angle φ. By inserting (12) in (13) and re-
expressing the delta functions in Fourier space and integrating
overR = r1 + r2 and one momentum variable the correlation
function can be brought into the following form
1 + ξX(s, t) =
ˆ
d3r
ˆ
d3k
(2pi)3
eik·(r−s)Z
(
r,J = kz zˆ, t
)
, (14a)
Z(r,J , t) =
〈
[1 + δX(r1, t)][1 + δX(r2, t)]
× exp
[
i
[vX(r2, t) − vX(r1, t)] · J
H
] 〉
. (14b)
When we Taylor expand ln Z(J ) around J = 0 and keep only
the terms up to second order we obtain the Gaussian streaming
model (GSM)
1 + ξX(s||, s⊥, t) =
ˆ ∞
−∞
dr||√
2piσ12(r, r||, t)
(1 + ξX(r, t))
× exp
− (s|| − r|| − v12(r, t)r||/r)2
2σ212(r, r||, t)
 , (15)
with the expansion coefficients that have been projected onto
the line of sight,
1 + ξX(r, t) := Z |J=0 , (16a)
v12(r, t) · zˆ :=
∂Z
(∂iJ)
∣∣∣
J=0 · zˆ
(1 + ξX(r, t))
=: v12(r, t)
r||
r
, (16b)
zˆTσ212(r, t)zˆ :=
zˆT ∂
2Z
(i∂J)2
∣∣∣
J=0zˆ
(1 + ξX(r, t))
− v12(r, t)2
( r||
r
)2
(16c)
= σ2|| (r, t)
( r||
r
)2
+ σ2⊥(r, t)
[
1 −
( r||
r
)2]
(16d)
=: σ212(r, r||) .
In the GSM, all redshift space distortion induced clustering is
encoded in the scale dependent mean and variance given by
the pairwise velocity v12 and its dispersion σ212.
B. Streaming model ingredients from CLPT
The quantities 1 + ξX(r), v12(r) and σ2||/⊥(r) (16) entering
the Gaussian streaming model (15) will be calculated within
CLPT using local Lagrangian bias (19) similarly to [46]. We
will compare predictions for the streaming model ingredi-
ents from ordinary Convolution Lagrangian perturbation the-
ory (CLPT) with its truncated version (TCLPT) employing
a smoothed input power spectrum which is straightforward
to implement. This approach is motivated by [8, 58] and
the observation that a smoothing improves the prediction of
proto-halo displacements as demonstrated in Sec. II. We will
employ two different smoothing scales (i) the Lagrangian ra-
dius R = RL(M) as suggested by our investiation in Sec. II
and which has been investigated in the context of perturbation
theory in [42] and (ii) the phenomenological smoothing scale
R = 1 Mpc/h which is similar to the smoothing scale of dark
matter TZA simulations [19] and optimises the agreement of
the large scale vorticity with the N-body measurements, see
[48].
We will benchmark the CLPT predictions for the GSM
ingredients, the real space correlation function ξX and the
pairwise velocity statistics v12, σ2⊥ and σ2|| , to measurements
within the publicly available Horizon Run 2 (HR2) simula-
tion halo catalog [3, 51] described in App. A. Those results are
then used for the comparison of the combined predictions of
the GSM + CLPT to the HR2 measurements in Sec. IV. In the
next subsections we introduce and calibrate the bias model,
developed in [52] and extended in [60].
C. Halo bias model
The local Lagrangian bias model is implemented by re-
placing in Eqs. (14) the Eulerian tracer density δX(r, t) by
an expression in terms the initial (Lagrangian) density field
F[δR(q, t)] and the proto-halo displacement field ΨX(q, t).
These two building blocks will be reviewed in the following
paragraphs.
1. Lagrangian halo density field and bias
The first building block is the Lagrangian, or initial, halo
density field
1 + δX(q, t → 0|tc) = F[δR(q, tc), ...] (17)
which is a functional of the linear density field extrapolated to
the time tc, at which the halos with a specific mass related to
the smoothing scale R will form. F depends also on other time
dependent functions like the critical threshold for spherical
collapse and the variance of the linearly extrapolated density
perturbation as well as other parameters related to the halo
mass function. We will present more details of the proto-halo
density field and its connection to the halo mass function in
App. A 2. The bias parameters bn arise from a local expansion
of the Lagrangian halo density field in terms of
F[δR(q, tc)] = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
bn(M, tc)δnR(q, tc) . (18)
In our case, since we specify F through a conditional mass
function (A17), the bn are known and given by Eqs. (A20).
Therefore the bias coefficients that apply for halos within a fi-
nite range of masses (A21) can be predicted without any free
parameters. They are however off by a few percent such that
even on largest scales, the theoretical halo correlation func-
tion would not fit the measured one. Therefore we will not
8use (A21) and instead calibrate the bias model following the
procedure of [33, 46] by treating the mass M appearing in
(A20) as a free parameter and find the optimal mass Mopt by
fitting the TCLPT correlation function ξX(r,M) with unspec-
ified M to the HR2 real space correlation function. Once this
optimal mass Mopt is determined for each mass bin, the sta-
tistical averages 〈∂nδR F〉 that also enter TCLPT expressions for
v12(r), σ2⊥(r) and σ2|| (r) will be identified with bn(Mopt) as sug-
gested in [27, 33, 46]. Thus v12(r), σ2⊥(r) and σ2|| (r) as well
as the GSM redshift space correlation function ξX(s) will then
be determined without any further fits. Although somewhat
unsatisfying, the model is still highly predictive since there is
only one parameter fitted per mass bin.
2. Eulerian halo density field
The other building block of the bias model is the halo dis-
placement fieldΨX that is the integral of the halo velocity field
vX = aΨ˙X . It connects the initial proto-halo center q to its fi-
nal position r = q + ΨX . The proto-halo fluctuation field
F[δR(q, tc)] encodes only the initial clustering for halos of size
R that collapse at time tc, while the subsequent gravitational
evolution δX(r, t|tc) for t < tc is described by the proto-halo
displacement field ΨX(q, t).
For t < tc the interpretation of δX(r, t|tc) is the conserved
but non-linearly evolving proto-halo density field of halos
with mass R that form halos at time tc. For t = tc we use
the shorthand notation δX(r, t) = δX(r, t|t) for the halo field at
time t, such that
1 + δX(r, t) =
ˆ
d3q F[δR(q, t)] δD (r − q − ΨX(q, t)) . (19)
The interpretation of this formula is the same as the con-
nection between real and redshift space halo density fields,
and we can write analogously to (11)
(1 + δX(r, t|tc)) d3r = F[δR(q, tc), tc] d3q (20)
making manifest the proto-halo conservation for t < tc.
Following [61] we can establish the connection between
Eulerian and Lagrangian bias by assuming zero velocity bias
vX = v, such that ΨX = Ψ , where Ψ can be calculated using
the LPT kernels of a dust fluid, see for instance [62].
Using this in Eq. (19) and setting t = tc gives
1 + δX(r, t) =
ˆ
d3q F[δR(q, t)] δD (r − q − Ψ (q, t)) . (21)
= F[δR(q, t), t]
(
1 + δ(r, t)
)
(22)
with initial conditions δ(r, t→ 0) = 0 and r(q, t→ 0) = q
and Eq. (17). The second equality, Eq. (22), follows from the
continuity equation for CDM [61].
3. The effect of the smoothing scale
If R ' RL is kept consistently within the whole perturba-
tion theory calculation and is furthermore applied also to Ψ ,
as suggested by our findings in Sec. II B, then from Eq. (18)
and (22) the halo density perturbation δX assumes its standard
linear SPT form
δlinX (r) = [1 + b1(M)] δR(r) . (23)
In Fourier space δR(k) = W˜(kR)δlin(k) such that the linear
halo power spectrum becomes
PlinX (k) = [1 + b1(M)]
2W˜(kR)2Plin(k) . (24)
It is clear that the shape of ξlinX (r), the Fourier transform of
PlinX , appears smeared out on scales below R compared to the
unsmoothed linear correlation function in which W˜ = 1. But
maybe somewhat surprisingly ξlinX (r) is affected by W even for
r  R. In particular the BAO peak is smeared out, as can
be clearly seen comparing ξlinX (r) for R = 10 Mpc/h (corre-
sponding to RL(lgM=14.5)), the thick dashed line in Fig. 2 to
R = 0, the thin black line. In fact the at scale R = 10 Mpc/h
smoothed linear theory fits the measured halo correlation
function (the thin colored lines) significantly worse than the
unsmoothed linear one which explains why the smoothing
scale is usually dropped from the random field δR → δlin and
only kept as implicitly as mass-dependence of the bias coeffi-
cients bn(M), although this mass dependence arises precisely
through the same window function that is commonly dropped
from the random field! The dotted lines shows again ξlinX (r)
but smoothed at the nonlinear scale
RNL(z) ≡
√
〈Ψ 2Z〉/3 , (25)
which provides the best fit using linear theory (24) on large
scales. The choice of the smoothing scale for the real space
correlation function obtained from CLPT will be discussed in
the following.
D. Real space correlation function ξX(r)
1. Choosing the smoothing scale
Although, as we have seen in Sec. II, a smoothing at the
peak scale RL(M) is physically meaningful [6], the CLPT
correlation function ξX(r) shows significant deformations if
the Lagrangian smoothing scale RL(M) is used in the win-
dow function, similar to the linear correlation function ξlinX (r)
shown in Fig. 2. For masses lgM > 13.7, the Lagranigan scale
RL(M) will be larger than the nonlinear scale RNL related to
the average displacement of a particle.
The problem this causes becomes manifest in an approxi-
mation to CLPT, called integrated perturbation theory (iPT)
[27], where it turns out that a Gaussian window function with
width RNL multiplies the whole expression for the nonlinear
halo correlation function:
PiPT,X = W(kRNL)2
{
(1 + b1(M))2W(kR)2Plin(k) + ...
}
, (26)
with R = RL and where we omitted other nonlinear terms
and restored the window function in front of Plin [27]. At
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FIG. 2: left: Lagrange radius (full) as a function of lgM and RNL = 6 Mpc/h (dashed). right Comparison between real space halo correlation
function times r2 for 7 mass bins measured in HR2 (thin lines). All curves are rescaled by the best fitting b1(Mopt) for the nonlinear theory
shown in Fig. 4. Also shown are the linear correlation function (black, thick), the linear correlation function convolved with W(k 6 Mpc/h)2
(black, thick dashed) and W(k 10 Mpc/h)2 (black, thin).
z = 0 the average displacement RNL ' 6 Mpc/h is re-
sponsible for the nonlinear smoothing of the BAO peak in
the Zel’dovich approximation. One can see from Eq. (26)
that any mass-related smoothing RL(M) adds to the already
existing RNL-smoothing, leading to an effective smoothing√
R2NL + RL(M)
2 in case of Gaussian filters.† In contrast to
our expectations, no extra mass-dependent smoothing is ob-
served in the HR2 simulation; all mass bins show a similarly
smoothed-out BAO peak after rescaling with the best fitting
linear bias bE1 = 1 + b1(Mopt), see Fig. 2.
‡
In Fig. 3 we show the correlation functions of the DEUS
simulation studied in Sec. II B. In the right panel we observe
that for the Zel’dovich approximation applied to actual proto-
halos (colored data points) nearly no damping of the BAO
peak occurs for a smoothing at R = RL (red squares) de-
spite the large halo mass. This is in stark contrast to the linear
theory prediction, where a smoothing at R = RL has a much
stronger impact on the BAO peak, see the full red curve. Re-
member that due to Eq. (26) the corresponding curve in the an-
alytical Lagrangian formalisms like TZA and TCLPT would
look even worse due to the presence of the extra smoothing
scale RNL
So the situation is follows: theoretical considerations of the
proto-halo density field F and displacement fieldΨX as well as
numerical experiments, see Sec. II B and [50], suggest that a
smoothing at the peak scale should improve a modelling based
on the ZA, while on the other hand a direct comparison of the
theoretical correlation functions with those measured in N-
† Note that also RNL slightly depends on the scale R and therefore on mass
if R = RL(M). But this mass dependence cannot compensate the second
term.
‡ Note that Mopt was obtained by fitting the TCLPT model ξX to the real
space correlation function ξˆX of the simulation, see the next paragraph,
and not with the aim to overlap all BAO peaks for the different mass bins.
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FIG. 3: Real space halo correlation function times r2 from the DEUS
simulation for the mass bin denoted in Fig. 1 RL = 8.7 Mpc/h. Data
points show the correlation function measured from DEUS simu-
lation data with Poissonian estimate for the error bars. left panel
Comparison of correlation function for halos (black dots) and proto-
halos (blue triangles) within the DEUS simulation together with the
prediction from linear theory for halos (black line) and proto-halos
(blue dotted line). right panel Comparison between the DEUS N-
body simulation (black dots), Zel’dovich simulations (colored sym-
bols) and linear theory (colored lines) for R = RL.
body simulations show that a smoothing at the peak scale is
worse than not smoothing at all.
A pragmatic way to avoid this problem at the BAO scale is
the widespread negligence of the window function W(kRL) on
the random field. For instance, in [27] the problem is men-
tioned but it is argued that the second window function in
Eq. (26) can be set to 1 (or RL = 0), at the end of the cal-
culation if one is interested only in scales much larger than
RL. Although this argument sounds reasonable, in reality the
result for ξX is changed dramatically if the window function is
kept, even on scales seemingly large compared to RL; the BAO
peak is smeared out much stronger than observed in simula-
tions. This happens equally in linear perturbation theory, iPT
and CLPT once the window function with the halo scale com-
10
ing from the local Lagrangian bias is not discarded.§ This
suggests that it is the bias model that causes the problem.
The discrepancy between analytical and numerical imple-
mentations of ZA suggests that the effect of considering peaks
instead of random particles, referred to as peak bias, has to be
taken into account for the analytical models based on the ZA.
Our analytical bias model does not take into account that the
displacements of proto-halos ΨX is not the same as the dis-
placement Ψ of average points, even though our bias model
based on a conditional mass function and excursion sets takes
into account some aspects of specialness of proto-halo posi-
tions within F, but not all of them. In the left panel of Fig. 3
we show the initial correlation function of proto-halos and
the prediction our linearised local bias model evaluated at the
mean mass of the mass bin without any fitting. It is appar-
ent that our local F predicts a proto-halo correlation function
ξproto that seems less sharp, even with R = 0, than the one re-
constructed from the DEUS initial conditions (blue triangles).
This extra sharpness of ξproto arises in the peak bias model [57]
despite having a smoothing R ' RL. So there are two parts
missing from our bias model: one in the proto-halo distribu-
tion F, leading to the enhanced sharpness of the BAO peak
for the proto-halo correlation function, and a modification of
displacement field ΨX , Ψ (velocity bias) [63].
We are thus convinced that missing the peak nature of
proto-halos is responsible for some of our problems. In partic-
ular we hope that one can maintain the sharpness of the BAO
peak and a smoothing at the physical proto-halo scale R ' RL
for analytical calculations based on the ZA within peak bias
approach [57].
Include the peak property of proto-halos can be done as
described in [57, 63] or by a more agnostic effective theory
approach [64]. In practice this means that one needs to in-
clude considerably more terms in the bias, such that F and
ΨX depend now on δR, ∂iδR, ∂i∂ jδR and the tidal gravitational
field ∂i∂ jΦ which then demands computing a whole new set of
correlators within CLPT. This goes beyond the scope of this
paper and we leave it for future investigations.
We will in the following adopt a pragmatic approach that
relies on the observation that peak bias typically leads to a re-
sharpening of the BAO feature that is reversing the smooth-
ing caused by the physical peak scale [57, 63]. Hence, the
sharpeness of the BAO peak that arises when using a peak-
bias model together with Lagrangian scale smoothing a can
be mimicked by using instead a local Lagrangian bias and
a smaller smoothing (somwhat smaller than RNL). We find
that the best correspondence between the nonlinear halo den-
sity correlation ξX and simulations, see Fig. 4, is obtained
by choosing the smoothing scale to be R ' 1 Mpc/h for
all masses which slightly improves over R = 0 which is
the most common choice in perturbation theory. For R =
0, 1, 2, 3 Mpc/h differences in the correlation function are visi-
ble for small r, see Fig. 5, while the smearing of the BAO peak
§ We compared the two cases R = 0 and R = RL(M) within TCLPT previ-
ously, see Figs. 4 and 5 of [42].
is not strongly affected by those values of R. For the HR2 cos-
mological parameter, see App. A, and at z = 0 we find that
R ' 1 Mpc/h gives largest ξX for small r and the best agree-
ment with the HR2 simulation. This sharpening effect on the
small scales of the density field through smoothing of the in-
put power spectrum was originally observed in the “truncated
Zel’dovich approximation” (TZA) [19, 22] and investigated in
detail in [24].
2. Fitting the bias model using ξX and ξˆX
In this paragraph we fix our TCLPT model for the real space
correlation ξ(r) to R = 1 Mpc/h and fit b1(M) and b2(M) for
each mass bin to the HR2 correlation function ξˆX using only
scales 40 Mpc/h < r < 200 Mpc/h. The best fitting values
Mopt will then determine
〈F′〉 ≡ b1(Mopt) and 〈F′′〉 ≡ b2(Mopt) (27)
appearing as parameters in TCLPT [33]. As CLPT and
TCLPT give virtually identical results on those large scales,
the same bias parameter apply to CLPT. The results for the
best-fitting masses as well as the corresponding bias factors
are summarized in Table I together with the average masses
of the bins and the corresponding average bias. We repeat the
fit for ZA and TZA, which prefer slightly different values for
the Mopt and give a slightly worse fit compared to (T)CLPT,
as can be seen when comparing the χ2 in Table I. We refer the
reader to App. A 2 c for details on the fitting procedure. The
bias parameters are kept fixed for the prediction of the velocity
statistics in Section III E and therefore also for the evaluation
of the redshift-space halo correlation function in Sec. IV.
In Fig. 4 we show the measured HR2 correlation functions
as well as the model with best fitting M = Mopt. The left
and middle panel show the halo correlation ξX normalized by
the linear theory ξlinX = ξlin(1 + b1(Mopt))
2 (24) for all mass
bins (see the legend on the right of Fig. 2). The data points
show the ξˆX estimated using the HR2 halo catalogue using
(A5) with error bars (A7). The full lines show the model pre-
dictions with the best-fitting Mopt. The middle panel nicely
shows that both CLPT and TCLPT fit ξˆX on large scales and
are virtually identical. It also becomes apparent that all scales
smaller than 90 Mpc/h are affected by the nonlinear halo bias
and its mass dependence is clearly visible. In more detail
we observe at scales 40 Mpc/h < r < 90 Mpc/h that the re-
sulting Eulerian bias is non-local as it suppresses power even
on very large scales, with highest masses having the smallest
power and the biggest deviation with respect to linear theory
(see the middle panel of Fig. 4). In the right panel we nor-
malize all correlation functions by the linear local Eulerian
bias bE1 = 1 + b1(Mopt), multiply by r
2 and shift the result for
the various masses for better visibility. Otherwise all masses
would overlap at scales larger than 100 Mpc/h, see Fig. 2 and
the middle panel of Fig. 4. Regarding the BAO peak we ob-
serve that (i) BAO peak height and shape are not affected by
non-local and non-linear biasing, and (ii) the nonlinear theory
matches the shape of the BAO peak for all masses. Turning to
the smallest scales, it becomes apparent from the left panel of
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FIG. 4: Comparison between real-space halo correlation function ξX obtained from TCLPT with smoothing scale R = 1 Mpc/h (thick dashed
lines), CLPT (thin lines) and as measured in HR2 (data points). For each curve, Mopt was fitted by minimizing the χ2 (A23) between r =
40 Mpc/h to r = 200 Mpc/h. Theory curves and data points have been divided by the linear halo correlation function ξlinX in the left and middle
panel, see Table I. In the right panel we show ξXr2 normalized by the respective linear Eulerian bias and shifted by mass bin dependent constant
10i( Mpc/h)2, i = 0, ..., 6 for better visibility. In the left we also shifted the result by mass-bin dependent constant 0.05i for better visibility. In
both cases i = 0 corresponds to the lowest mass, and i = 6 to the highest.
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FIG. 5: The halo correlation for lgM = 12.97 at small scales. It is
clearly visible that that a smoothing of the initial conditions as done
in TCLPT with R = 1 Mpc/h (dashed) increases the power on small
scales and improves the agreement to HR2 (data points) compared
to CLPT (solid) and TCLPT with R = 2 Mpc/h (dot-dashed and
R = 3 Mpc/h ' RL(M) (dotted).
Fig. 4 that the nonlinear model has problems on small scales
r < 40 Mpc/h in particular for the largest mass bins, corre-
sponding to galaxy clusters (shown in red and orange). This
problem persists regardless of the chosen model, TCLPT with
R = 1 Mpc/h or CLPT, and regardless of the chosen condi-
tional mass function. In Appendix A 2 c we discuss the possi-
bility to fit for both b1 and b2 independently which improves
lgM 13.00 13.35 13.59 13.79 13.99 14.25 14.67
RL(M) [ Mpc/h] 3.21 4.20 5.05 5.89 6.86 8.38 11.57
b¯1 0.02 0.25 0.47 0.69 0.98 1.49 2.71
b¯2 -0.76 -0.83 -0.80 -0.68 -0.36 0.64 5.37
CLPT/TCLPT
lgMopt 12.93 13.35 13.61 13.85 14.07 14.34 14.79
RL(Mopt) [ Mpc/h] 3.04 4.19 5.15 6.14 7.28 9.01 12.73
b1(lgMopt) -0.01 0.26 0.51 0.77 1.11 1.68 3.17
b2(lgMopt) -0.74 -0.83 -0.79 -0.61 -0.18 1.06 7.44
χ2 27.4 9.5 19.7 24.9 13.9 19.7 23.3
ZA/TZA
lgMopt 12.92 13.34 13.6 13.83 14.05 14.32 14.77
RL(Mopt) [ Mpc/h] 3.01 4.16 5.1 6.07 7.21 8.87 12.54
b1(lgMopt) -0.01 0.25 0.49 0.75 1.08 1.64 3.09
b2(lgMopt) -0.74 -0.83 -0.8 -0.63 -0.22 0.96 6.94
χ2 30.7 10.5 27.4 39.9 25.8 38.8 28.1
TABLE I: Best fit values for the mass lgMopt of the given mass bin
for z = 0, denoted here by the average mass lgM (A24) and the
corresponding Lagrangian radius RL(M). Also given are the bias pa-
rameters (A20) evaluated at lgMopt as well as the average bias (A21).
There is good agreement between lgM and lgMopt as well as the re-
sulting best fitting b1,2(lgMopt) and model predictions b¯1,2 for small
to intermediate masses which gets worse for the largest masses.
the agreement on small scales, see Fig. 18. It is not obvious
12
that giving up the connection between b1 and b2 is physically
reasonable, so we will not make use of this fit in the following
and either limit our analysis to smaller halos or only consider
large enough scales for the largest two mass bins. We also
point out that the bias model is well behaved for small r if the
Lagrangian scale R = RL(M) is used, see Fig. 6 for the ve-
locity statistics and Fig. 5 of [42] for ξX . We therefore expect
this problem to disappear when using peak bias, where we are
allowed to consistently use R = RL(M).
Our final observation regarding the small r behaviour of ξX
concerns the performance of CLPT versus TCLPT. While on
large scales TCLPT with R = 1 Mpc/h and CLPT (TCLPT
with R = 0) are virtually identical, on small scales there are
differences. Generically TCLPT with R = 1 Mpc/h gives
the highest power on the smallest scales and a better fit for
r < 40 Mpc/h compared to CLPT, see also Fig. 5 where
more smoothing scales are compared for the single mass bin
12.97 < lgM < 13.03. R = 0 and R = 2 Mpc/h have ap-
proximately the same shape, while R = 3 Mpc/h ' RL(M) is
clearly less power and is farthest away from the simulation.
E. Real space velocity statistics: u12(r), σ2⊥(r) and σ
2
||(r)
An important ingredient of the Gaussian streaming model
(15) is the statistics of the mass weighted pairwise velocity
v2(r2) − v1(r1). Its first two cumulants are given by the mean
pairwise velocity v12(r) = v12(r)rˆ, where rˆ is the normalised
halo separation vector r = r2 − r1 and the pairwise velocity
dispersion σ212(r) = σ
2
|| (r)rˆrˆ + σ
2⊥(r)(1 − rˆrˆ) which can be
calculated from theory according to Eq. (16d) with the help
of CLPT [46] and measured in a halo catalogue according to
Eq. (A8).
1. Comparison of CLPT and TCLPT
The pairwise velocity mean v12 and dispersion σ212 de-
fined in Eq. (16) are computed in (T)CLPT and shown in
Fig. 6 for CLPT as well as TCLPT with a smoothing at scales
R = 1 Mpc/h and RL(M) together with the HR2 data points.
The upper panel shows the mean pairwise velocity v12 pre-
dicted from CLPT and TCLPT compared to linear theory, see
[37],
vlin12 = −2H f bE1
1
2pi2
ˆ ∞
0
dk Plin(k) j1(kr) . (28)
TCLPT with R = 1 Mpc/h consistently improves the agree-
ment with the data on small scales r . 30 Mpc/h compared
to CLPT for all masses, whereas TCLPT with a smoothing
at the Lagrangian scale RL(M) shows an improvement over
CLPT for the smaller halo masses but a growing disagreement
for larger halo masses. The lower two panels show the com-
ponents of the pairwise velocity dispersion σ212. We do not
directly display the theoretical predictions but instead show
σ¯2⊥ ≡ σ2⊥ − σ2shift,⊥ and σ¯2|| ≡ σ2|| − σ2shift,|| , (29)
where
σ2shift,⊥ ≡ σˆ2⊥(149 Mpc/h) − σ2⊥(149 Mpc/h) (30)
and similarly for σ2shift,||. Therefore σ¯
2⊥ and σ¯2|| are constructed
to agree with the HR2 at large r. This way we can compare
separately how well the shape and how well the amplitude of
σ212 fits the data σˆ
2
12. The reason why this separate compari-
son is useful, is that that shape of σ212, and therefore σ¯
2⊥ and
σ¯2|| are mostly responsible for the redshift space correlation
function, while the amplitude of σ212 and therefore how accu-
rately σ2shift vanishes is less important, at least if σ
2
shift is not
too large compared to σ212. The reason for this is that σ
2
shift
is completely irrelevant in the Kaiser limit once the GSM is
linearized, see [37]. In Fig. 7 only σ2shift,⊥ is shown, which is
virtually the same as σ2shift,|| for all models and masses. It is
interesting that linear theory gives the best prediction in terms
of having the smallest σ2shift, while CLPT is worst having also
a strong mass dependence. On the other hand TCLPT with
Lagrangian smoothing R = RL(M) is not too far away from
σ2shift = 0.
The reason for the wrong prediction of the absolute value
of σ212 and its strong dependence on R is its sensitivity on UV
modes. Some of the CLPT kernels X(11)(r), X(22)(r), X(13)(r)
and X(12)10 (r) defined in Eqs. B41-B43 of [33] survive the limit
r → ∞, and it is only for σ212 that they appear unsurpressed
[46]. While X(11)(r→∞) is proportional to ´ ∞0 Plin(k,R)dk,
producing the constant pieces in Eq. (31), the other expres-
sions are schematically proportional to
´ ∞
0 P
2
lin(k,R)dk, see
App. B3 of [33] for details. This explains why even on the
largest scales σ212 is highly sensitive to UV modes and there-
fore also to the smoothing scale R, in contrast to v12 and ξX .
In Fig. 6 the results for σ¯2⊥ and σ¯2|| and the data points are
normalised by the mass-independent result of linear theory,
see [37],
σ2||,lin = 2H2 f 2
(
R2NL −
1
2pi2
ˆ ∞
0
dk Plin(k)
(
j0(kr) − 2 j1(kr)kr
))
σ2⊥,lin = 2H2 f 2
(
R2NL −
1
2pi2
ˆ ∞
0
dk Plin(k)
j1(kr)
kr
)
(31)
R2NL =
1
6pi2
ˆ ∞
0
dk Plin(k) .
One can clearly see that the shape of σ212, namely σ¯
2⊥ and
σ¯2|| , matches best the N-body data for TCLPT with a La-
grangian smoothing scale RL(M). Thus we observe that within
TCLPT both the shape and amplitude of σ212 are optimised
for R = RL(M) compared to TCLPT with R = 1 Mpc/h or
CLPT. Hence, we conclude that the optimal smoothing scale
is R = 1 Mpc/h for the mean pairwise velocity (just as for the
real space correlation function) but RL(M) for the pairwise ve-
locity dispersion.
Since the σ¯212 of CLPT is better than linear perturbation the-
ory, at least for r > 30 Mpc/h, but σ2shift is very large, see
Fig. 7, one might be tempted to simply use σ¯212 in the GSM, as
has been done in [37, 46]. Although at linear order, any con-
stant, isotropic velocity dispersion does not alter the redshift
13
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FIG. 6: Velocity statistics predicted from perturbation theory to-
gether with the HR2 measurements (data points) comparing CLPT
(thin solid), TCLPT with R = 1 Mpc/h (thick dashed) and the La-
grangian scale R = RL(M) (thick dotted) for 3 selected halo masses
(low, intermediate, high). upper panel The mean pairwise velocity
v12 normalized by linear theory vlin12 . lower panel The parallel part of
the pairwise velocity dispersion σ2‖ .
space correlation function as explained in [37] it does affect
the GSM. In Fig. 8 we investigate the impact of using differ-
ent versions of the pairwise velocity dispersion, while keeping
all other ingredients of the GSM fixed, in particular ξX and v12
have been calculated with TCLPT and R = 1 Mpc/h. We ob-
serve that for R = RL(M) switching between the shifted σ¯212
and the original σ212 does have a smaller impact than switch-
ing between shifted and original prediction of CLPT (R = 0)
as is expected from the fact that σ¯212 and σ
2
12 are closer to each
other in the former case and very different in the latter. In
to addition to not being well justified, using the quantity σ¯212
can be dangerous since it can become easily negative for rele-
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FIG. 7: The residual or ‘shift’ between the HR2 σˆ2⊥ and several the-
oretical predictions for σ2⊥. The curves for σ
2
shift,|| and σ
2
shift,⊥ cannot
be distinguished by eye.
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FIG. 8: The effect of shifting CLPT predictions for σ212 to agree
with HR2 at 149 Mpc/h on the quadrupole of the redshift space halo
correlation function predicted by the GSM (15). All models use the
same function ξX and v12 calculated with TCLPT at R = 1 Mpc/h,
while σ212 is either calculated with CLPT (R = 0) or TCLPT with
R = RL(M) and either used directly (‘σ212’) or shifted (‘σ¯
2
12’) to match
HR2 at larger scales.
vant scales and therefore requires some further ad-hoc fudging
when used in the GSM. In the rest of this paper and in partic-
ular for all results presented in Sec. IV we therefore use the
un-shifted σ212.
2. Comparison of TCLPT and TZA
In [47] the ‘Zel’dovich Streaming Model’ was proposed,
which is identical to combining the GSM and CLPT from
[46], with the exception that only first order (or ZA) displace-
ments ΨZ are considered, instead of ΨZ,2,3 as done in CLPT.
In [47] it was found that for the redshift space quadrupole
the ZA exhibits a better agreement with the N-body data than
CLPT when galaxy-sized halos are considered. Note however,
that in [47] the linear input power spectrum has been addition-
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FIG. 9: Comparison of the real space correlation function between
TCLPT (thick dashed) and TZA (thin dotted) for small scales and the
four lowest halo masses, both with R = 1 Mpc/h. The halo correla-
tion function ξX is normalized by linear theory ξlinX .
ally smoothed on a scale R = 1 Mpc/h compared to [46], such
that in our nomenclature that model considered in [47] is TZA
with R = 1 Mpc/h.
We therefore investigate in more detail the relative perfor-
mance of TZA and TCLPT. From the χ2 values in Table I it
follows that TZA/ZA is slightly worse than CLPT/TCLPT for
the real space halo correlation function on large scales. Now
we demonstrate that TZA is also worse than TCLPT for the
correlation function on small scales and the mean pairwise
velocity.
In Figs. 9 and 10 we compare the prediction computed from
TCLPT with that from TZA, both with R = 1 Mpc/h for ξX
and v12 respectively.¶ We do not show the pairwise velocity
dispersion σ212 because it resembles the result from linear the-
ory on large scales and hence gives a reasonable amplitude but
a less accurate scale dependence than TCLPT. We also studied
the redshift space correlation function obtained when feeding
those ingredients into the GSM. As expected TCLPT always
performs better than TZA. Thus the Zel’dovich approximation
is clearly improved by the inclusion of higher order kernels
appearing in TCLPT, at least for the halo masses and redshift
(z = 0) considered by us.
IV. RESULTS
A. Redshift space correlation function
In the following we will employ the TCLPT results from
the previous section, in particular what we learned about the
smoothing scale R, to determine the redshift space correlation
function ξ(s, s‖) using the GSM (15). These GSM ingredients
¶ Note that vlin12 does not coincide with the v12 of ZA because the mean pair-
wise velocity from (16) is weighted with the density and not linearised in
ZA. The same is true for σ212.
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FIG. 10: Comparison of the pairwise velocity statistic predicted
by TCLPT (thick dashed) and TZA (thin dotted), both with R =
1 Mpc/h, together with measurements from HR2 (data points) for the
four lowest halo masses. The mean pairwise velocity v12 is normal-
ized by linear theory vlin12 and shifted by mass bin dependent constant
for better visibility.
are the real space correlation ξX(r), the mean pairwise veloc-
ity v12(r) and the pairwise velocity dispersion σ212(r, r‖) given
according to (16) and evaluated in TCLPT, see [42], as shown
in Figs. 4 and 6. The streaming model ingredients obtained
from TCLPT are then employed to compute the correlation
function in redshift space ξX(s, s‖) via the GSM.
In order to evaluate and compare ξX(s||, s⊥, t) from Eq. (15)
to N-body simulations we will expand the redshift-space halo
correlation function in Legendre polynomials to obtain its
multipoles, see Eq. (A10). The magnitude of ξn rapidly de-
creases with n as can be seen from Fig. 15 in App. A. In lin-
ear perturbation theory, the only non-zero moments are the
monopole ξ0, quadrupole ξ2 and hexadecapole ξ4 which are
according to [37] given by
ξlin0 (s) =
(
(bE1 )
2 +
2
3
bE1 f +
1
5
f 2
)
1
2pi
ˆ
dk k2Plin(k) j0(ks)
ξlin2 (s) = −
(
4
3
bE1 f +
4
7
f 2
)
1
2pi
ˆ
dk k2Plin(k) j2(ks) (32)
ξlin4 (s) =
8
35
f 2
1
2pi
ˆ
dk k2Plin(k) j4(ks) ,
where f is the linear growth rate and jn(x) are the spherical
Bessel functions. We use prefactors of the ξlinn (s) as a nor-
malization when plotting multipoles. Those are entirely deter-
mined from the fit involving only the the real space correlation
function, see Tab. I.
In Fig. 11 we show the monopole ξ0(s) and quadrupole ξ2(s)
times s2 for all masses. We rescaled the HR2 points and the
theory as just explained. Like it was the case for the real
space correlation Fig. 4 the rescaling reveals that for ξ0, the
bias is linear and local bias factor for scale s > 90 Mpc/h.
Below that scale a non-local mass dependence appears. Let
us emphasise that the theory lines are predictions based on the
fitting of lgMopt in real space, no further fit was performed.
The quadrupole ξ2(s) and the hexadecapole ξ4(s) are similarly
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shown in Fig. 12 for three different mass bins. It can be clearly
seen that for all masses CLPT performs less satisfying than
TCLPT on small scales. This can be most easily seen when
focusing on r = 20 Mpc/h for ξ0 in Fig. 11 and is obvious for
ξ2 and ξ4 in Figs. 11 and 12. We denote by ‘pure TCLPT’
the model where for all ingredients the same smoothing scale
R = 1 Mpc/h has been used, and ‘hybrid TCLPT’, where we
used a combination suggested by the results of Secs. III D and
III E, namely R = 1 Mpc/h for ξX and v12 as well as R = R(M)
for σ2⊥ and σ2|| .
B. Status of the truncated (Post-)Zel’dovich approximation
It was recently observed in [47] that a smoothing of the
initial power spectrum Plin does not change or improve the
resulting redshift space quadrupole ξ2 within TZA evaluated
in redshift space. In contrast both in real space in redshift
space via the GSM, we find a mild improvement between of
TZA over ZA, and a significant one for TCLPT. This is ex-
pected since for the truncated Post-Zel’dovich approximation,
which TCLPT approximates, it is well known that once the
linear power spectrum is smoothed with a Gaussian filter on
an optimal scale (depending on redshift and cosmology, we
find 1 Mpc/h) the result improves significantly [19, 21–24].
The reason for the improvement is that within Lagrangian
perturbation theory the displacements never stop and there-
fore, after the occurrence of shell crossings, structures which
should be held in place by gravity do instead disperse indefi-
nitely. We saw this improvement already in Fig. 5, where the
power on small scales increased for TCLPT with a smoothing
scale of R = 1 Mpc/h compared to CLPT and TCLPT with a
smoothing scale of R = 2 Mpc/h. Therefore contrary [47], we
find that the truncation does improve analytical computations.
Although we are not the first to observe the better perfor-
mance of T(P)ZA in analytical calculations for the real space
[65, 66], we want to advocate that the truncation also signif-
icantly improves the redshift space correlation functions and
is at the same time very easy to implement in existing La-
grangian codes, since it involves only the multipilication of
the linear power spectrum Plin, that is read in by the code with
a gaussian window function W(Rk)2 = exp(−k2R2).
We show the significant improvement obtained for the
quadrupole and hexadecapole if the linear input power spec-
trum Plin (CLPT) is smoothed PlinW(kR)2 (‘pure TCLPT’ and
‘hybrid TCLPT’) and fed into the TCLPT+GSM model, see
Fig. 12. The black thin line shows linear theory Eq. (32) as
reference. The blue lines come from CLPT, the dashed purple
lines show the case where R = 1 Mpc/h is the same for cal-
culating ξX(r), v12(r), σ2⊥(r) and σ2‖ (r) within TCLPT, which
already improves over CLPT. Finally, the thick red line shows
the hybrid TCLPT approach in which we smooth at 1 Mpc/h
to obtain ξ(r) and v12(r), but at RL(M) to obtain σ2⊥(r) and
σ2‖ (r). This again significantly improves the prediction of the
redshift space correlation function, in particular ξ4(s).
V. CONCLUSION
On the basis of the DEUS N-body simulations∗∗ we de-
termined the Zel’dovich displacement [18] of proto-halos us-
ing different smoothing scales and used them to displace the
proto-halo centers. Comparing the result of this Zel’dovich
simulation with N-body simulations, we found that the La-
grangian size of the halo stands out as smoothing scale opti-
mizing the prediction of the Zel’dovich approximation [50].
This seconds the heuristic argument from [42] that the La-
grangian halo size should be accounted for in the fluid de-
scription of halos and guide the choice of the physical coarse-
graining scale.
This observation inspired us to predict the redshift space
halo correlation function using the Gaussian Streaming
Model, known to be accurate on scales s & 30 Mpc/h [42]
combined with the Post-Zel’dovich approximation. Therefore
we used Convolution Lagrangian Perturbation Theory (CLPT)
where the coarse-graining scale can be straightforwardly im-
plemented by a smoothing of the initial power spectrum lead-
ing to the ‘truncated’ CLPT (TCLPT). We benchmarked the
CLPT and TCLPT predictions for the streaming model ingre-
dients against results from the Horizon Run 2 halo catalog and
optimised the smoothing scale accordingly.
We found that for the halo correlation function in red-
shift space ξX(s, s‖), a hybrid approach delivers the best re-
sults, where the calculation is performed partially with R '
1 Mpc/h to obtain the real space halo correlation ξX(r) and the
mean pairwise velocity v12(r), and partially with R = RL(M),
where RL(M) is the Lagrangian radius of halos with mass
M, to obtain the pairwise velocity dispersion σ212(r, r||) of
halos. The improvement achieved by the smoothing of the
linear power spectrum is well known in the context of the
Zel’dovich approximation as truncated Zel’dovich approxima-
tion. We showed that our hybrid approach involving two dif-
ferent smoothing scales, R = 1 Mpc/h and the Lagrangian
radius R = RL(M), outperforms the truncated Zel’dovich
approximation. This GSM+TCLPT model with a hybrid
smoothing on the level of the input power spectraum is an
easy-to-implement modification of the original GSM+CLPT
model [46] and hence of interest for improving cosmological
constraints obtained based on this formalism [67]. We expect
that the somewhat strange necessity of two filters is caused by
using a local Lagrangian bias model detailed in App. (A 2 b)
based on [14, 28], that does not explicitly take into account
that proto-halos are predominantly peaks of the initial density
field. Furthermore we expect that a single smoothing scale
close to the Lagrangian scale, the natural scale associated with
a proto-halo, will suffice once the peak bias model, [13, 68],
is implemented in TCLPT which we leave for the future.
∗∗ http://www.deus-consortium.org/data/
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FIG. 11: The monopole ξ0 and quadrupole ξ2 times s2 predicted
by the GSM (15) for all masses rescaled by linear bias compar-
ing predictions from CLPT (thin solid), TCLPT with smoothing on
R = 1 Mpc/h (thin dashed) and TCLPT with hybrid smoothing on
R = 1 Mpc/h for ξX and v12 and R = RL(M) for σ212 (thick dashed).
We shifted all values for ξ0 by 10(i− 1)( Mpc/h)2 and those for ξ2 by
20(i− 1)( Mpc/h)2 according to the i-th mass bin for better visibility.
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FIG. 12: Comparison of the quadrupole ξ2 and hexadecapole ξ4 times
s2 rescaled by linear bias as measured in HR2 (black data points)
and predicted by the GSM (15) using linear theory (grey solid),
CLPT (blue dashed), pure TCLPT with smoothing on R = 1 Mpc/h
(magenta long dashed) and hybrid TCLPT with smoothing on R =
1 Mpc/h for ξX and v12 and R = RL(M) for σ212 (red solid).
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VI. OUTLOOK
More work is necessary to better model all the ingredi-
ents of the Gaussian streaming model, in particular the small
scales, see Figs. 6 and 4. We believe that many of the observed
discrepancies between the simulation results and the theoret-
ical model that is based on local Lagrangian halo bias, can
be overcome if peak bias, as advocated in [57], is included
in CLPT. We expect that upon considering density peak cor-
relations, similar as done for linear theory in [56], the La-
grangian scale, the only physically meaningful scale associ-
ated with a dark matter proto-halo, will turn out to be only
relevant smoothing scale entering this peak-CLPT.
In [50] a refined study similar to the one presented in Sec. II
has shown that part of the late time non-linear contributions
to the halo displacement cannot be described by a determin-
istic approximation (Zel’dovich or higher order LPT). Those
stochastic contributions can however be reduced by consider-
ing only under-dense environments (e.g. large underdense re-
gions) and therefore it would be interesting to test the limita-
tions of the (T)CLPT in different environments.
So far we focused on two-point statistics, the two halo term,
but in principle the (T)CLPT formalism allows to calculate
higher correlation functions which are necessary to predict
higher order statistics like the bispectrum [69] and covari-
ances [70]. They are particularly relevant to upcoming red-
shift surveys which will contain enough statistics to measure
these higher order correlation functions. In addition, when
two probes of the LSS like cluster counts n(M) and the clus-
ter correlation function ξ(r) are combined to infer cosmolog-
ical parameters, as done for instance in [71], it is desirable
to have analytic predictions not only for the observables but
also for covariance matrices like Cξ(r, r′) (A6) and cross co-
variances between n(M) and ξ(r), including correlations for
different mass bins. These covariance matrices are required
for correct error estimation of the inferred cosmological pa-
rameters. Analytic estimates of those covariance matrices re-
quire the knowledge of the connected three ζ(r1, r2, r3) and
four-point η(r1, r2, ..., r6) halo correlation functions, where the
ri are the edge lengths of the observed triangle or tetrahedron,
respectively [72]. It would be interesting to check whether
(T)CLPT evaluation of these quantities is feasible and whether
a Gaussian streaming model can be developed to convert the
real space results into the redshift space quantities. The re-
sults for halo correlation function could then be implemented
into the halo model [17, 73] to additionally obtain correlation
functions for the dark matter field which is required for pre-
dicting statistics involving weak gravitational lensing [74].
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Appendix A: N-body halo catalog statistics and bias model fit
The HR2 has an enormous size of 7200 Mpc/h and consists
of 60003 particles of mass lgM = 11.097, where we intro-
duced the notation lgM ≡ log10(Mh/M). We measured halo
correlation functions and velocity statistics from large galaxy-
sized halos lgM = 13.0 to cluster-sized halos lgM = 15.2 at
the redshifts z = 0 and z = 1. The relevant cosmological
parameters for the HR2 are
Ωm = 0.26 , Ωb = 0.044 , h = 0.72 , σ8 = 1/1.26 ' 0.794 .
The HR2 catalogue will be our reference in Secs. III and
IV. Note that these parameters are slightly different from the
DEUS simulation
Ωm = 0.256 ,Ωb = 0.044 , h = 0.72 , σ8 = 0.793 ,
which was the basis of our investigations in Sec. II.
1. Estimating correlation functions
We estimate the correlation functions using the Mo&White
estimator [75], which we will describe below. By re-sampling
the whole box with 27 jackknife samples [76], we estimate
the covariance matrix of the various correlation functions for
model parameter fits and the error bars for the plots. Each of
those 27 subsamples consists of the whole box, with 1 out of
27 sub-boxes of size 2400 Mpc/h removed.
a. Real space correlation function
In real space the simplest estimator for the full box is given
by [75]
1 + ξˆ(r) =
∆P(r)
ntot4pir2∆r
, (A1)
where ∆P(r) is the mean number of neighbour halos in a shell
at distance r with width ∆r around a halo at r = 0, and ntot is
the mean number density of halos in the simulation at a given
time, such that ntot4pir2∆r gives the mean number of neigh-
bour halos if the halos were evenly distributed. Therefore ξˆ(r)
estimates the excess probability to find a halo within an inter-
val Ir := [r − ∆r/2, r + ∆r/2] away from another halo. We
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determine ∆P(r) as DD(r)/Ntot, where Ntot is the total num-
ber of halos in the box and DD(r) is the number of all halo
pairings with distance r ± ∆r/2. In practice we calculate
DD(r) =
Ntot∑
k,rki∈Ir
Ntot∑
i,rik∈Ir
, (A2)
where rik = |ri − rk | is the distance between halo i and halo k.
In order to estimate the error bars and the covariance matrix
of ξˆ(r), we instead calculate
1 + ξˆ( j)(r) =
∆P( j)(r)
ntot4pir2∆r
, (A3)
where ∆P( j)(r) is the mean number of neighbour halos in a
shell at distance r ± ∆r/2 around a halo in the subsample j,
which is obtained be removing the subbox j. Therefore ξˆ( j)(r)
is the excess probability to find a halo at distance r ± ∆r/2
away from another halo within the subsample. We determine
∆P( j)(r) as DD( j)(r)/N( j)tot , where N
( j)
tot is the total number of
halos in the subsample j and DD( j)(r) is the number of all
halo pairings with distance r ± ∆r/2, with at least one partner
lying in j
DD( j)(r) =
N( j)tot∑
k,rki∈Ir
Ntot∑
i,rik∈Ir
. (A4)
The correlation function is then given by
ˆ¯ξ(r) =
1
27
27∑
j=1
ξˆ( j)(r) , (A5)
with covariance matrix
Cξˆ(r, r
′) =
26
27
27∑
i=1
[
ξˆ( j)(r) − ˆ¯ξ(r)
] [
ξˆ( j)(r′) − ˆ¯ξ(r′)
]
. (A6)
and error bar
σξˆ(r) =
√√
26
27
27∑
i=1
[
ξˆ( j)(r) − ˆ¯ξ(r)
]2
. (A7)
We choose ∆r = 2 Mpc/h and cover 100 r-bins. Fig. 13 shows
the halo correlation for 7 mass bins at z = 0. We indicate with
the dotted line ξ = 1 the nonlinear regime. For the largest
mass bin corresponding to large galaxy clusters, a drop in the
correlation function for r smaller than twice the virial radius is
due to halo exclusion arising in a friend-of-friend halo finder
that was used in HR2.
b. Pairwise velocity statistics
To obtain the scale-dependent mean pairwise velocity v12(r)
from the HR2 halo catalog, for fixed r ∈ Ir and mass bin, we
simply average over all velocity differences projected onto the
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FIG. 13: The measured halo auto-correlation at z = 0 function for
masses specified in the legend. We connect the data points with lines
for better visibility.
pair separation vector. This mass-weighted average gives the
mean pairwise velocity vˆ12(r)
vˆ12(r) =
1
DD(r)
Ntot∑
k,i,k,i
δrik ,rδrki,r ∆vik · rˆik , (A8)
where rˆik = rik/rik is the unit pair separation vector and
∆vik = vi − vk the relative halo velocity. vˆ12(r) is shown for
the 7 different mass bins in the upper panel of Fig. 14. We
proceed similarly for the two components of the pairwise ve-
locity dispersion σˆ2⊥ and σˆ2|| . In more detail we first construct
ˆ˜σ12 by replacing in above expression ∆vik · rˆik by (∆vik · rˆik)2
and then obtain σˆ2|| = ˆ˜σ
2
|| − vˆ212. We get σˆ2|| by replacing in (A8)
the expression ∆vik ·rik by [|∆vik |2− (∆vik · rˆik)2]/2. The error
estimates for vˆ12, σˆ2⊥ and σˆ2|| are handled as in the case of ξˆX
using 27 Jack-knived samples.
c. Redshift space correlation function
From the HR2 halo catalog we generate the redshift space
by simply changing the z-coordinate rz of each halo to sz =
rz + vz/(aH), where vz is the z-component of the halo pecu-
liar velocity v. This, of course, does not correspond to the
real observed light cone, but it directly corresponds to the
distant observer approximation used in the theoretical calcu-
lation used in Sec. III and is therefore best suited for com-
parison with analytical calculations. We choose again bins
Is := [s − ∆s/2, s + ∆s/2] with width ∆s = 2 Mpc/h, and s
the pair separation in redshift space. In addition to s we need
to consider bins with respect to µ = sˆ · zˆ, the cosine of the
angle between the line of sight and and the halo separation in
redshift space. The analogue of the simple estimator (A1) in
redshift space is
1 + ξˆ(s, µ) =
∆P(s , µ)
ntot2pis2∆s∆µ
. (A9)
For convenience we display here only expressions for the full
box while the Jackknife versions and covariance matrices can
be obtained analogously to the real space ξˆX in Sec. A 1 a.
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FIG. 14: The upper panel shows the measured vˆ12. The lower panel
shows the measured components of the pairwise velocity dispersion
tensor σ12, σˆ2|| (upper lines) and σˆ
2
⊥ (lower lines). The color coding
is the same as in Fig. 13, but for better visibility we do not show the
data symbols corresponding to the specific mass bins. The largest
mass is on top for vˆ12 and on the bottom for σˆ2|| and σˆ
2
⊥ respectively.
We expand the redshift-space halo correlation function
ξX(s||, s⊥) = ξX(s, µ), where s2 = s2|| + s
2⊥ and µ = s||/s, into
Legendre polynomials Ln(µ) using
ξX(s, µ, t) =
∞∑
n=0
Ln(µ)ξX,n(s, t) , (A10a)
ξX,n(s, t) =
1 + 2n
2
ˆ 1
−1
ξX(s, µ, t)Ln(µ)dµ . (A10b)
This is useful because the ampltiude of the redshift-space mul-
tipoles ξX,n(s) quickly decays as a function of n. Due to the
symmetry ξX(s, µ) = ξX(s,−µ), the ξX,n vanish for all odd n.
In linear theory [25] the moments with n > 4 even vanish
identically. So, instead of sampling in s and µ, we integrate
directly over 12 (1 + 2n)Ln(µ)dµ to obtain the multipoles
1 + ξˆ0(s) =
Ntot∑
k,ski∈Is
Ntot∑
i,sik∈Is
1
2
L0(µik)
N−1tot
ntot2pis2∆s
(A11a)
=
∆P(s)
ntot 4pis2∆s
(A11b)
ξˆn(s) =
Ntot∑
k,ski∈Is
Ntot∑
i,sik∈Is
1 + 2n
2
Ln(µik)
N−1tot
ntot2pis2∆s
, (A11c)
where sik = |si − sk | is the halo separation in redshift space.
The third line holds only for n > 0 and vanishes for all odd n,
because Ln is then an odd function and µik, the cosine of the
angle between the halo separation vector si − sk and the line
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FIG. 15: The first 4 multipoles of the redshift space correlation func-
tion ξ(s, µ) measured in the HR2 halo catalog. We indicate with the
dotted line at ξ = 1 the nonlinear regime. For better visibility we
connect the data points with lines and do not show the data symbols
in the upper panels. For ξˆ0 and |ξˆ2| the lines from top to bottom have
decreasing mass.
of sight zˆ, appears twice for each pair but with opposite sign.
We calculated the first 6 moments using
L0 =1 , L2 =
1
2
(3µ2 − 1) , L4 = 18(35µ
4 − 30µ2 + 3) ,
L6 =
1
16
(231µ6 − 315µ4 + 105µ2 − 5) . (A11d)
The hexacontatetrapole ξ6, or for short the 64-pole, is a purely
nonlinear effect since it vanishes in the linear, or Kaiser limit
[25] and therefore contains purely nonlinear information, sim-
ilar to the three-point correlation in absence of primordial non-
Gaussianity. In Fig. 15 we display the measured ξˆ0, ξˆ2, ξˆ4, ξˆ6.
It is interesting to observe that for the smallest mass bin with
lgM ' 13 (the bottom curves), the clustering on small scales
quickly decreases about two orders of magnitude with increas-
ing n, while for largest halos with lgM ' 14.7 (the top curves)
it decreases quite slowly, less than one order of magnitude.
Indeed, for the cluster-sized halos at the smallest scales the
clustering is unchanged going from n = 0 to n = 2 and re-
mains fully nonlinear even for the 64-pole. The core-like be-
havior of ξˆ for the largest halo mass (top curves in Figs. 13
20
and 15) is due to the halo separations r becoming comparable
to the virial radius Rvir such that the correlation function must
drop due to halo exclusion which is an artifact of the Friend
of Friend identification of halos.††
Note that in contrast to the matter correlation function, the
halo correlation for fixed mass increases with redshift for the
masses considered here. This is because massive halos, corre-
sponding to large initial δ/σ have an inital proto-halo cluster-
ing that grows stronger with formation redshift than the grav-
itationally induced clustering of halos reduces with redshift.
This means that the so-called halo bias which we discuss in
the next section is a very important ingredient in our under-
standing of halo correlation functions.
2. Halo bias model
Dark matter halos result from the non-linear collapse of ini-
tial density perturbations. The abundance and clustering of
these virialized structures depends on both the properties of
the initial matter density field and the subsequent dynamics.
a. Halo mass function
The halo mass function is of interest because it determines
the bias parameters through the conditional mass function.
Excursion set approach Following the seminal work of
Press and Schechter [77], the excursion set approach [14]
computes the abundance of dark matter halos as a function of
their mass. The method involves the at scale R smoothed ini-
tial density field δR(q) (3a) and the idea that once δR is above
a threshold δc(z) for largest possible smoothing scale R, that
the region will collapse to a halo of mass M = 4pi/3ρ0R3,
forming at redshift z. The excursion set mass function n(M) is
obtained by equating the comoving density of halos n(M) per
mass range [M,M+dM] to the fraction of collapsed comoving
volume,
n(M) = f (σ)
ρ0
M
d lnσ−1
dM
, (A12)
where ρ0 is the comoving background matter density, σ(M),
Eq. (6b) with an extra factor k2 in the integrand, the root-
mean-square fluctuation of the initial density field and f (σ)
the so-called multiplicity function describing the fraction of
collapsed volume per mass and σ2 is the linearly extrapolated
variance of the initial linearly density field smoothed at the
Lagrangian scale
σ2(M) =
1
2pi2
ˆ
dk k2 W˜2(k,RL(M))Plin(k, z) , (A13)
†† Halos can overlap in reality and also in N-body simulations. Therefore
when halos are very close or overlap a phase space method for halo iden-
tification would lead to a different shape of the correlation function once
r . Rvir.
The name excursion set stems from the fact that when varying
R at a fixed point in space, δR(x) performs a random walk
whose properties depend on the statistics of the underlying
density field, which is usually assumed to be Gaussian and
the choice of the filter function. Halos correspond to those
random walks which first hit the absorbing barrier determined
by the critical density threshold of collapse δc. The Press-
Schechter (PS) mass function
fPS(σ) =
√
2
pi
δc
σ
exp
[
− δ
2
c
2σ2
]
(A14)
can be derived by assuming that the window function is given
by a sharp-k filter, such that δR performs a simple Markov
random walk and that δc is the critical density threshold of
spherical collapse.
Extended excursion set approach This simple model can
be generalized to non-spherical collapse for which the den-
sity threshold should be regarded itself as a random variable
and stochastic influences have to be included. This has been
done in [78] in form of a diffusive barrier where the Gaussian
diffusion 〈(B − 〈B〉)2〉 = DBS is parametrized by a diffusion
constant DB and the variance S = σ2(M). This idea has been
taken up in [52, 79–81] and applied to ellipsoidal collapse by
considering a diffusive stochastic barrier with linearly drifting
average 〈B〉 = δc → δc + βS . The dependence on the variance
S (M) encodes that smaller halos, with larger variance S , are
more sensitive to shear effects which counteract gravitational
infall and thereby increase the collapse threshold [82]. In [83]
it has been shown that the parameters of the barrier can be
predicted from the initial condition of an N-body simulations.
Taking all this into account the multiplicity function be-
comes
f0(σ) =
δc
σ
√
2aB
pi
exp
[
− aB
2σ2
(δc + βσ2)2
]
, (A15)
where aB = 1/(1+DB). To incorporate non-Markovian correc-
tions that arise when the sharp k-filter is replaced by the more
physical sharp x-filter, a path integral approach to compute
the multiplicity function f (σ) has been developed in [52, 84].
The magnitude of the non-Markovian corrections is given by a
parameter κ, which depends on the linear matter power spec-
trum. For a standard ΛCDM Universe, κ ∼ 0.65. In [60]
the solution was extended to a diffusive barrier with general
shape. Using a simple drifting term, the multiplicity function
to first order in κ is given by
fACMR(σ) = f0(σ) + f m−m1,β=0(σ) + f
m−m
1,β(1) (σ) + f
m−m
1,β(2) (σ) , (A16)
where f0(σ) is given by (A15) and
f m−m1,β=0(σ) = −κaB
δc
σ
√
2aB
pi
[
exp
[
−aBδ
2
c
2σ2
]
− 1
2
Γ
(
0,
aδ2c
2σ2
)]
,
f m−m1,β(1) (σ) = −aB δc β
[
κaB Erfc
(
δc
√
aB
2σ2
)
+ f m−m1,β=0(σ)
]
,
f m−m1,β(2) (σ) = −aB β
[
β
2
σ2 f m−m1,β=0(σ) + δc f
m−m
1,β(1) (σ)
]
.
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FIG. 16: Multiplicity function measured in HR2 for redshifts z = 1
and z = 0 and DEUS for z = 0 compared to the fits for the multiplicity
function based on (A16). Error bars show only Poisson noise.
In [85] it was shown that the first order approximation in κ is
sufficient to reproduce the exact solution to ∼ 5% accuracy,
using parameter values β = 0.12, DB = 0.4. A positive β cor-
responds to the physically well understood picture that small
masses require a larger density amplitude to collapse due to
the more likely ellipticity of low variance peaks [86].
Fitting the halo mass function We now use this result and
fit the model parameters β and DB to our simulations. For
comparison we show in Fig. 16 the multiplicity function from
both the HR2 introduced here and the DEUS simulations de-
scribed in Section II B. Both simulations have similar cos-
mology and identified halos with a Friends-of-friends algo-
rithm with linking length b = 0.2. For the DEUS analysis we
used three different box sizes, 2592 Mpc/h, 648 Mpc/h and
162 Mpc/h, which all contain 10243 particles. The smaller
box size also probes low mass halos compared to the HR2 re-
quiring a positive β. For the Horizon Run 2 simulation we find
β = −0.07, DB = 0.34 for z = 0, and β = −0.245, DB = 0.29
for z = 1 while for the DEUS simulation β = 0.1, DB = 0.4 for
z = 0. The fact that β < 0 and the slight redshift dependence
of f (σ) for HR2 observed in Fig. 16 might signal a problem
in our analysis or with the halo catalogue HR2. In Fig. 17
we show the measured halo mass function from HR2 with the
mass bins used in grey in comparison to the fit obtained for
the multiplicity function.
Peak background split The conditional mass function
f0(S |δR0 , S 0) =
√
2
pi
(δc − δR0 )S/aB
(S/aB − S 0)3/2
exp
[
− (δc + βS − δR0 )
2
2 (S/aB − S 0)
]
(A17)
is then obtained from the peak-background split [14, 87]
which considers density fluctuations to be embedded in a
background region of size R0 with a background over- or
underdensity δR0 which locally reduces or increases the col-
lapse threshold δc. This equation is only valid as long as
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FIG. 17: Mass function measured from HR2 for redshifts z = 1 and
z = 0 compared to fits for the multiplicity function based on (A16).
S > S 0. The full non-Markovian f , Eq. (A16), in contrast
to f0, Eq. (A15), cannot simply be extended as a conditional
mass function upon replacing S → S − aBS 0, δc → δc − δR0 .
Hence, for convenience we derive the bias parameters bn,
Eq. (A20), from the Markovian f0, Eq. (A15) from which the
corresponding conditional mass function (A17) can be eas-
ily obtained for moving barriers, see [60, 87]. Another way
to understand halo bias, besides the peak-background split,
is in terms of the peak model [13], which takes into account
that proto-halos are high (low) density peaks, which are nat-
urally (anti-)clustered in a Gaussian random field. Both ideas
have been combined into the excursion sets peaks model [88].
However the parameters of the barrier that enter into this
model are not consistent with the initial condition of the N-
body simulations [68].
b. Local Lagrangian bias model
We will use the formalism developed in [27, 58] to connect
the halo fluctuation field
F0[δR0 (q)] =
f0(S |δR0 (q), S 0)
f0(S )
= 1 +
∞∑
n=1
bn(S , S 0)
n!
δnR0 (q)
(A18)
to the conditional mass function (A12) and (A17) from which
the Lagrangian bias parameters bn can be determined. That
F[δR0 (q)] really has the interpretation of a halo fluctuation
field can be read off from the first equality, because the nor-
malized local halo mass function, varies from place to place
through its dependence on δR0 (q). The second equality as-
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suming that a Taylor expansion in δR0 is possible shows that
the so-called Lagrangian bias parameters bn are all local in
this model; they do not involve derivatives acting on δR0 .
It is clear that the arbitrary scale R0 should not enter the
final result, and there are ways to absorb the background
smoothing R0 into a renormalized albeit nonlocal bias coef-
ficients [89] such that the halo fluctuation field F[δRL(M)(q)]
only depends on the physical peak scale RL(M) and not on
the arbitrary background scale R0 [58]. It is important to re-
alize that the peak smoothing scale is not an intermediate tool
for regularization, that is set to zero at the end of the calcu-
lation, but rather a physical scale on which the final observ-
ables are expected to depend [6, 13, 56]. That is different for
the background scale R0 on which observables should not de-
pend. After renormalization the R0 dependence disappears,
while the expression for F receives a nonlocal term propor-
tional to the Laplacian of the density field and other correction
terms which we neglect. Those terms appear in the effective
theory of halo bias and also in the bias model based on peaks
theory [57, 89, 90]. Our main point here is that although one
can get rid of the artificial smoothing scale R0 appearing in
Eq. (A18) through the process of renormalisation, the physi-
cal peak scale RL(M) will still enter smoothing kernels of the
initial density field such that
F[δR(q)] = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
[bn(S )δnR(q) + ...] , (A19)
where ellipses indicate the neglected non-local terms and
R = RL(M) and S = σ2(RL(M)). While in all discussions
of halo bias the mass dependence of the bias coefficients is
kept (bn = bn(RL(M))), the mass dependent smoothing scale
RL(M) of the linear density field is usually dropped. The sig-
nificant effect of this smoothing scale will be discussed in the
next section III C 2. In the large scale limit S  S 0 the bias
coefficients from (A17) also become independent of S 0 and
can be calculated using ∂δR0 f0(S |δR0 , S 0)|S 0→0 = −∂δc f0(S )
bn(M, z) = (−1)n(∂nδc f0)/ f0 , (A20)
b1(M, z) = aBβ − δ−1c + σ2aBδc ,
b2(M, z) = (aBβ)2 − 2aBβδ−1c +
(
2a2Bβδc − 3aB
)
σ2 + a2Bδ
2
cσ
4 ,
where all the mass dependence arises through σ2 = σ2(M),
and therefore the window function. In principle, the numerical
values of the averaged bias parameters can be predicted using
the mass function (A12)
b¯n =
´ lgMmax
lgMmin
dlgM n(lgM)bn(lgM)´ lgMmax
lgMmin
dlgM n(lgM)
, (A21)
where lgMmin and lgMmax are the lower and upper value for
the given mass bin of the measured halo correlation function
ξ¯X , respectively. Not however that there is no a priori rea-
son that the bias coefficients in the expansion (A19), used in
this work, are similar to those appearing in (A18) in the limit
S 0 → 0. Therefore we won’t use (A21) and instead will assist
the bias model following the procedure of [33, 46] by treat-
ing the mass M appearing in (A20) as a free parameter and
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FIG. 18: Real space correlation function times r2 for the largest mass
bin; the mass function fit for lgMopt does not work anymore. Finding
lgMopt while including correlation function data down to 10 Mpc/h
the fit does not recover the linear scales. Fitting for both 〈F′〉 and
〈F′′〉 leads to a good χ2, however it is unclear wether this is physi-
cally meaningful.
find the optimal mass Mopt by fitting the theoretical model to
the real space correlation function. Following [27, 33, 46], we
will identify those fitted bias parameters with the statistical av-
erage 〈F(n)〉 = bn(Mopt) as they arise in integrated Lagrangian
perturbation theory [27] and convolution Lagrangian pertur-
bation theory [33].
c. Fitting the bias model
To determine the bias parameters that enter the evaluation
of the streaming model ingredients we fix the TCLPT model
for the real space correlation ξ(r) to R = 1 Mpc/h and
〈F′〉 ≡ b1(Mopt) and 〈F′′〉 ≡ b2(Mopt) (A22)
and fit for M. We report here on some details regarding the
fitting procedure that has been used to obtain the best-fitting
masses as well as the corresponding bias factors that are sum-
marized in Table I.
Range for the fit For the χ2-fit we did not use all 100 r-
values per mass bin of the measured correlation function ˆ¯ξ, be-
cause we only want to force our model to match scales larger
than 40 Mpc/h. From the 80 remaining data points per mass
bin we only used 26 linear combinations. The reason is that
we measured the covariance matrix Cξˆ(ri, r j), where i, j label
23
r-bins, only trough 27 samples and therefore the 80 eigenval-
ues Evalm(C), decreasing with increasing m, are sharply drop-
ping to zero after m = 26. We therefore minimize
χ2 =
26∑
m=1
 100∑
j=21
Evecm j(C)
Evalm(C)
(
ξ(r j,M) − ˆ¯ξ(r j)
)
2
. (A23)
Evecm j(C) is the eigenvector matrix of Cξˆ(ri, r j), that projects
the data into de-correlated linear combinations. Those lin-
ear combinations with the largest eigenvalues (smallest m) are
called principal components and have the strongest impact on
the best-fitting mass Mopt.
Issues for large cluster-sized halos As evident from
Fig. 4, the nonlinear bias model has problems on small scales
r < 30 Mpc/h for the largest mass bins corresponding to
galaxy clusters. This problem persists regardless of the cho-
sen filter scale R in TCLPT (including CLPT with R = 0)
and regardless of the chosen mass function; we tested also the
Sheth-Tormen [59] mass function that gives similar results for
b1 and b2 but is problematic because lgMopt can be far away
from
lgM =
´ lgMmax
lgMmin
n(lgM) lgM dlgM
´ lgMmax
lgMmin
n(lgM) dlgM
. (A24)
This shows that if the mass function is calibrated, as we have
done for f0 by fitting for DB and β, then also the bias parame-
ters become more consistent.
We also fitted for 〈F′〉 and 〈F′′〉 independently to see
whether they can be adjusted such that the problem for cluster-
sized halos disappears. If only r-values larger than 40 Mpc/h
are used, the independent fit for 〈F′〉 and 〈F′′〉 gives values
very close to b1(Mopt) and b2(Mopt) and thus the same problem
occurs. For the largest halos 14.5 < lgM < 15.2 we find when
taking into account a larger r-range, r ∈ [10, 200] Mpc/h for
the fit, one obtains lgMopt = 14.66 leading to b1(Mopt) =
2.66 destroying the agreement on large scales, see Fig. 18.
We exclude scales smaller than 10 Mpc/h because we expect
there halo exclusion: two objects identified in HR2 through
a friend-of-friend algorithm cannot come arbitrary close to
each other. The two-parameter fit (〈F′〉, 〈F′′〉) also shows
some artefacts below r = 10 Mpc/h for the largest mass
bin but gives a good fit on larger scales for (〈F′〉opt = 3.01,
〈F′′〉opt = 1.97) on larger scales, compare last column in Ta-
ble I.
Note that for all theoretical curves in Fig. 18 we used a
smoothing scale of 1 Mpc/h. If we had used instead the
Lagrangian radius, the behavior of the correlation function
at very small scales would be better under control, compare
Figs. 4 and 5 of [42], but of course would then fail on large
scales as we discussed in Sec. III D. We therefore expect that
both the small and large scales of the real space correlation of
cluster-sized halos can be better modelled with the inclusion
of peak bias. Including the peak physics will retain the sharp-
ness of the BAO peak despite the usage of the Lagrangian
smoothing scale, while the very small scales will be better un-
der control exactly because of the smoothing.
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